
IntroductionIntroduction
Ion temperature in hot plasmas may be measured by 
several well developed methods [1], each having its 
advantages and disadvantages. Ion temperature 
measurement methods based on monitoring of Charge 
Exchange (CX) Neutrals are well established techniques [2, 
3, 5, 7-18, 20 & 21]. A convenient method is to obtain CX-
Neutral Mass/Energy resolved spectra using Electro-
Magnetic filed [17]. Energetic neutral particles that are 
formed due to charge exchange of plasma ions with 
neutral atoms, escape the plasma readily since neutral do 
not interact with electric or magnetic fields of the 
confinements in tokamaks. 

Samplings of such neutral atoms which are re-ionized and 
analyzed give the information about the plasma ion 
energy distribution. Even though this method has some 
limitations, the ion temperature estimate obtained is
fairly accurate.

The estimation of ion temperature with ADITYA plasma 
discharge number 22738 has been illustrated (Figures: 6, 
7 and 8). Least square fitting of the straight line obtained 
by  the plot of lnF Vs Energy was done and then the 
temperature was estimated as an averaged over 10 msec 
for each five such time intervals during flat-tops of 
Plasma Current Ip (Figure-5).
Figure-7 shows the temporal evolution of Electron 
temperature during ohmic heating and its comparison 
with Ion temperature data obtained using CX-NPA. It has 
been found that the peak ion temperature is typically 
40% to 45% of the central electron temperature. 

Figure-7: Plot shows temporal variation of central electron 
temperature Te(0) and central Ion temperature Ti (0).

Figure-6: Plot shows temporal variation of central ion temperature Ti (0) 
during flat top of the current profile.

Figure-5: Plot shows evolution of plasma current with time during a 
typical plasma discharge in ADITYA.

Principle of Ion temperature estimationPrinciple of Ion temperature estimation

The charged particles under the influence of a retarding field 
follow a parabolic path and go back to the plate PG and hit at 
a distance Xi from the entrance point. This range X is given 
by [4]

[2]

Where d is the distance between the plates PG and PP i.e. 100 
mm in present case, E is the energy of the incident particle 
in eV, Vp is the voltage applied to the analyser plates. Thus 
the particle going out through exit holes at a distance Xi
would have an energy given by

[3]

Since the θ is too small (θ < 1º) for the ions entering into the 
analyzer even after experience scattering in stripping cell [8],
the energy resolution is given by [4, 19 & 22]

[4]

Where ∆X0 is the width of the entrance aperture (6.5 mm) and 
∆Xi is the width of the exit aperture or the detector aperture 
(6.5 mm). It should be noted that as the range reduces energy 
resolution deteriorated. The analyzer is fixed at 45º with 
respect to the incident beam as this provides optimum 
energy resolution and focusing [4, 5].

The number of counts recorded at the exit of the analyser 
corresponding to the energy E ions 

[5]

Where ∆t is the interval over which counts are collected, Ω is 
the solid angle subtended by the stripping cell at the plasma 
center, ηs is the stripping cell efficiency, ηt is the net 
transmission efficiency, ηc is the detection efficiency of the 
CEMs, ∆E is the energy resolution of the Analyser and N (E) 
∆E is the number of neutrals in the energy range E +∆E 
emitted per second from the volume ∆V sampled by the 
analyzer given by

[6]

Where η0 and η+ are the neutral and ion densities 
respectively, σcx is the cross-section for charge exchange 
reaction at ion energy E, v is the relative velocity between 
neutrals and ion undergoing charge exchange and f is the 
Maxwellian distribution function given by

[7]

T being the ion temperature. 

Substituting Equation-6 and 7 in Equation-5 we get 
the expression for the counts C (E) at a channel with energy E 
as

[8]

Factoring out the energy dependent terms we get,

[9]

[10]

So knowing the energy dependent quantities in F (ηs, <σcx v>, 
∆E and C (E) at different E) one can obtain the inverse of the 
slope given by the Equation-9, as an estimate of the ion 
temperature.
However, the plot obtained by Equation.-9, will deviate from 
a straight line at lower energies because the plasma 
temperature is not constant along the line of sight. It peaks 
in the center and falls off parabolically towards the walls. 
Further, low energy charge exchange neutrals emitted from 
the center of the plasma would be attenuated as they travel 
through the rest of plasma.  Because of these two effects, the 
experimental data would slightly deviate from the straight 
line given by Equation-9. To overcome this problem, only 
that portion of the curve for which E >> 3Ti (0) is used since 
attenuation is less for higher energy neutrals and 
contribution to energetic neutrals is less from the outer 
region of the plasma [5].

Figure-3(a): Different count peaks 
corresponds to different analyzer 
plate voltage Vp and H+ beam energy 
for Cannel2. Channel Electron 
Multipliers (Amptektron made, 
model MD-501) are used to detect the 
particles [6].

Figure-3(b): CX-NPA 
calibration curve Analyzer 
Plate Voltage (Vp) vs. 
Detected Energy (E) for 
three different channels. 
[Refer Eqn 3].

Results and DiscussionResults and Discussion

Description of the CXDescription of the CX--NPA systemNPA system
The analyzer box is a vacuum chamber made of 25 mm 
thick soft iron plates. Plate thickness is derived using 
the calculation given in the reference [5] to minimize the 
magnetic field effect during the plasma discharge. 

[1]

The vessel reduces the stray magnetic field i.e. Bin down 
to ~0.03 gauss in present case. 

The parallel plate analyzer is placed at 45 degree close to 
stripping cell for a better energy resolution [4].  

Channel Electron Multipliers (Amptektron made, model 
MD-501) are used to detect the particles [6]. The whole 
system is pumped down to a pressure of 2×10-6 Torr by a 
1000l/s turbo molecular pump (Oerlikon Leybold make, 
Model TURBOVAC 1100 C). The main gas load comes 
from the stripping cell. The viewing geometry of the 
analyzer has been chosen such that it samples ±0.5 cm 
vertically and ±1.0 cm toroidally at the plasma center. 
The solid angle subtended by the plasma at the stripping 
cell is ~10-6 steradians.

Schematic layout of the CX-NPA and its Photograph. Components 
inside CX-NPA are: (1) Stripping Cell, (2) Analyzer Box, (3) 
Pressure Gauge, (4) Positive Plate (PP), (5) Exit aperture at PP 
(straight channel), (6) Alignment Window, (7) Electrical Feed 
through, (8) Grounded Plate (PG),  (9)Entrance aperture, (10) Exit 
apertures at GP (Energy Channels), (11) CEM-detector, (12) Guard 
Rings. 

Energy Calibration of CXEnergy Calibration of CX--NPANPA
The relation between analyzer plate voltage Vp and 
corresponding focusing different energies on three 
energy channels is shown in Figure-6. Good agreement 
has been found between calculated values using 
equation-2 and experimental data points.. However, due 
to deviation in the parallelism of two parallel plates (±4 
mm), slight deviation at low energy channel is observed.

Conclusion:
Passive CX-NPA is designed and developed for the 
Aditya tokamak ion temperature measurement. Energy 
calibrations of CX-NPA were carried out using low 
energy ion source and the results have been found to be 
in a good agreement with the calculated values.

Temporal evaluation of Ion temperature has been 
presented during the flat top of the plasma current and 
peak ion temperature for some recent APPS discharges 
were found to be typically 200 ± 40 eV. It has also been 
found that the peak ion temperature is typically 40% to 
45% of the central electron temperature. The core ion 
temperature shows rise during the ICRH power , but 
the time resolution of data acquisition[ at present 15 
ms window] needs to be further improved for more 
detailed study of ion temperature variation.

Figure-4: Calculated CX-Neutral Energy Spectrum for 
Aditya Tokamak. The results have been obtained 
analytically using the slab model assumption for ohmic 
plasma’s circular cross-section. 

Figure-1: Schematic layout of the Aditya Charge Exchange NPA.

Figure-2(a): Schematic 
layout of Parallel 
plates in Analyzer box

Figure-2(b): Photograph 
of the plates
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Figure-8: Plot shows temporal variation of central Ion temperature Ti (0) 
with applied RF heating.

22nndd  IInntteerrnnaattiioonnaall  CCoonnffeerreennccee  FFrroonnttiieerrss  iinn  DDiiaaggnnoossttiicc  TTeecchhnnoollooggiieess  
AAtt  

LLaabboorraattoorrii  NNaazziioonnaallii  ddii  FFrraassccaattii,,  IITTAALLYY  [[2288tthh  NNoovveemmbbeerr  ttoo  3300tthh  NNoovveemmbbeerr,,  22001111]]  
  

AA  PPAASSSSIIVVEE  CCHHAARRGGEE  EEXXCCHHAANNGGEE  DDIIGGNNOOSSTTIICCSS  AATT  AADDIITTYYAA  TTOOKKAAMMAAKK  FFOORR  IIOONN  
TTEEMMPPEERRAATTUURREE  EESSTTIIMMAATTIIOONN  UUSSIINNGG  EELLEECCTTRROOSSTTAATTIICC  PPAARRAALLLLEELL  PPLLAATTEE  AANNAALLYYSSEERR  [[EEPPPPAA]]  

AAuutthhoorrss  
KKuummaarr  AAjjaayy**,,  SSaannttoosshh  PP..  PPaannddyyaa,,  PPrriiyyaannkkaa  MMiisshhrraa,,  RRaajjaannii  DD..  DDhhiinnggrraa  aanndd  JJ..  GGoovviinnddaarraajjaann  

**AAuutthhoorr’’ss  EEmmaaiill::  kkuummaarraajjaayy..iipprr@@ggmmaaiill..ccoomm  

  
IInnssttiittuuttee  FFoorr  PPllaassmmaa  RReesseeaarrcchh  

BBhhaatt,,  GGaannddhhiinnaaggaarr--338822442288  
GGUUJJAARRAATT  ((IINNDDIIAA))..  

Where F is                and  K is  


